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Address: 1737 Marshville Road, Alabama

SUMMARY

Over 7 years of IT experience in various SDLC phases such as requirements gathering, analysis, 
design, development and maintenance of Web applications using Ruby on Rails, Java, HTML.

SKILLS

MS-Office, Technical Skills.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Associate Ruby on Rails Developer
ABC Corporation  January 2012 – May 2013 
 Worked on the authentication and filter modules using the ROR framework.
 Refactored Ruby code to improve the performance. Hosted application database (MySQL 

&amp; PostgreSQL) on AWS RDS instances.
 Implemented generic classes for filtering functionality. Created Restful HTTP services to 

interact with the user interface.
 Populating JSON response to front end pages Designed templates for displaying HTML with 

Ruby files.
 Worked extensively with arrays and hashes in the Ruby environment Handled caching in Ruby

on Rails.
 Proposing a solution to the product team for current issues and gaps in applications.
 Handling emergency production issues reported by the business team and end customers.

Ruby On Rails Developer
ABC Corporation  2007 – 2012 
 September08 - Janavary10 Responsibilities Architected and designed enterprise applications 

for policies, claims, general ledger, and agency administration using test-driven development 
in Ruby on Rails, JQuery, HTML, and CSS.

 Led development of a general ledger accounting application that used Rabbit MQ messaging 
to pull all financial transactions from concurrent projects.

 Used meta-programming to reduce coding time by more than 90% in the creation of forms.
 Set up and maintained applications on Amazon Web Services.
 Designed and implemented database architecture for applications using various databases 

(MongoDB, MySQL, and Postgres) Designed user-interface pages using Twitter Bootstrap, 
custom CSS, JavaScript/JQuery, and JQuery UI.

 Set up and maintained software authentication using Central Authentication Service 
(RubyCAS) Managed projects with agile methodologies in JIRA via user stories and customer 
issues.

 Environment Ruby 1.9.3, Rails 3.2, MySQL, jQuery, AJAX, HTML5, CSS3, Heroku, GIT, Jenkins.

EDUCATION

Bachelor's in Computers and Science - (JNT University)
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